A numerical radius inequality due to Shebrawi and Albadawi says that: If , ,
Moreover, we give many numerical radius inequalities which are sharper than related inequalities proved recently, and several applications are given. 
Keywords
These inequalities are sharp. The first inequality becomes an equality if 2 0 T = , and the second inequality becomes an equality if T is normal (see [1] ).
An important inequality for
( ) w T is the power inequality stating that
). An important property of the numerical radius norm is its weak unitary invariance, that is, for ( ) 
Introduction
Hirzallah, Kittaneh and Shebrawi have proved in [8] that:
also, they proved that:
Moreover, they showed that:
Shebrawi and Albadawi have proved in [9] that: If
W 
α ∈ , they proved that:
( )
In particular, they proved the following inequalities:
3)
The main purpose of this paper is to give considerable improvements of the inequalities (7), (8), (9), (10), (11) , and (12). In order to achieve our goal, we need the following three lemmas which are essential in our analysis.
The first lemma was proved in [10] . 
The second lemma follows from the spectral theorem for positive operators and Jensen's inequality (see [11] 
Main Results
The first result in this paper is numerical radius inequality which is sharper than the inequality (7) . 
Proof. 
In view of the inequalities (7) and (17), it clears that the inequality (17) is sharper than the inequality (7) .
As special case of the inequality (17), let ( )
κ ∈ , we will get the following inequality which is sharper than the inequality (8) .
Corollary 4 Let

( )
, ,
Then:
In particular, if 1 r = , 1 2 α = we get the following inequality which is charper than the inequality (9), ( ) 
Proof. In Theorem 3.2, apply the inequality (5) on the right side, we get the result.
